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Disclaimer
I, Mitchell Rose, am not a rabbi. The facts in this article are contained in quotations from gedolim
(mainly Talmud & reshonim). Those quotations are all presented in a BIBLIOGRAPHY SECTION below. Any
opinions in the article are what I deduced from these quotations.
Breadth of this article
This document is a survey of opinions of rabbinic authorities about what rabbinic roles a Jewish-born
woman and a convert (to Judaism) are prohibitted from filling according to Halacha (Jewish Law).
The rabbinic authorities surveyed in this article are limited to those living before the year 1800. With the
exception that this article also includes Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (1895-1986), because Rabbi Feinstein’s
opinions tend to be unbiased surveys of the opinions of ancient authorities.
Citations
This document includes citations to ancient rabbinic authorities. Quotations from those citations are
presented in the BIBLIOGRAPHY SECTION below. I (Mitchell Rose) did not search the literature to find these
citations and quotations. I instead found them in an Internet article entitled “Can Orthodox Women Receive
Semikha?” (www.sefaria.org/sheets/408736?lang=bi) by Rabbi Jeffrey Fox, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat
Maharat. And I simply copied-and-pasted the cited passages from Rabbi Fox’s article into the BIBLIOGRAPHY
SECTION below.
Methodology
The 3 main functions of practicing rabbinics are:
(1) hora’ah, aka poskining, which is performed by someone in the role of a posek;
(2) exercising control over others, which is performed by someone in the role of a boss;
(3) identifying as a “rabbi” or similar clergical title, to adopt the role of a clergy
In the document, I refer to “function” as what a functionary does; I refer to “role” as what a functionary
is.
A Jewish female or a convert-to-Judaism might seek to practice any one or more of these three
functions. This document addresses, for each function separately, the question of whether a woman or convert
is halachically prohibited from being appointed to that function.
(1) Question of whether a woman or convert may poskin
Hora’ah, aka poskining, performed by a posaik, entails rendering a halachic opinion based on deductive
reasoning.
BirkaiYosef25 explicitly states that a woman is permitted to poskin but prohibited from judging.
BirkaiYosef26 deduces (based on SeferHachinuch26 stating that the prohibition against a male posek
poskining while drunk applies also to “a smart woman that is suitable to poskin”) that SeferHachinuch agrees
with a woman being permitted to poskin but prohibited from judging.
I (Mitchell Rose) have not found any pre-1800 rabbinical authority who asserts that women are
prohibited from poskining.
(2) Question of whether a Jewish woman or male convert may be a boss that controls Jews
Definition of “control”
For purposes of this document, the term “boss” is the leadership role of someone who has authority to
“control” (i.e., enforce his/her will over) others.
Relevance of Jewish-born woman to male convert
The prohibition pertaining to a Jewish-born woman being a boss is related to a similar prohition
pertaining to a male convert to Judaism being a boss, since both prohibitions are derived from the same Torah
passage, as follows:
Source of prohibiting a male convert from being a boss over Jews
Torah (Devarim 17:15) states: “From among your brothers (brethren) you may appoint over yourself a
king. You may not appoint over yourself a gentile man that is not your brother.”
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Talmud Bavli0 interprets the phrase “a gentile man that is not your brother” as including not only
someone currently a gentile but also someone previously born a gentile and later converted to Judaism.
Talmud Bavli0 also derives, from this pasuk’s wording “You may not appoint over yourself a gentile
man”, that the prohibition against appointing a convert as king extends to prohibiting appointment of a convert
for (in Meseches Yevamos’s words) “kol musimot” (“all appointments”).
Sifri1 derives, from this pasuk’s wording, that a convert may not be appointed as a parnas (i.e.,
minister) over Jews, which seems less prohibitive than the Talmud’s prohibition of “all appointments”.
Rambam7 extends Talmud’s prohibition against appointing a male convert for “kol musimot” (“all
appointments”) to prohibiting appointing a male convert for (what Rambam calls) “kol shrarut” (“all official
control”), which Rambam says includes (1) control even as minimal as a military corporal over 10 Jewish
soldiers and (2) control even as minimal as a controller of irrigation-water distribution (i.e., which farmer’s field
gets irrigation water on which day).
Source of prohibitting a Jewish-born female being a boss over Jews
Sifri2 also derives, from the Torah’s wording “From among your brothers you may appoint over
yourself…”, that we may not appoint a woman as a king or even as a parnas (minister). In contrast, the
Talmud does not mention any such rule against appointing a Jewish-born woman for an official position.
Rambam8 goes further than Sifri2, by prohibiting appointing a woman not only as parnas but “kol
musimot” (“all appointments”). And Rambam7 (as mentioned above referring to rules of gentiles) asserts “kol
musimot” includes appointments even as minimally-controlling as an irrigation-water controller.
In short, Rambam7-8 stretches the Torah’s prohibition against a gentile man having a kingship
appointment to include prohibiting a Jewish-born woman from all appointments, even as minimally as
controlling irrigation-water distribution. This is a double stretch of the plain meaning (pashut pshat) of the
Torah’s command, since it (1) extends kingship appointment to include all appointments which is not explicitly
mentioned in the Torah, and (2) extends gentile man to include Jewish-born woman which is not mentioned
in either Torah or Talmud. Igros Moshe18 explains that the other rishonim that address this issue (Ran, Rosh,
Tosfos, Rashba) appear to disagree with the Rambam, and hold that although (1) Talmud extends kingship
appointment to include all appointments and although (2) Sifri extends gentile man to include Jewish-born
woman, those other rishonim do not combine both extensions together to hold that a Jewish-born woman is
prohibited from all appointments.
Explanation of the chart below, which ranks the restrictiveness of different leadership roles
I (Mitchell Rose) noticed that those other rishonim refer to 5 different roles, numbered 1-5 in the chart
below, of different levels of control.
The most restrictive role, which I call “Role 1” in the chart below, is king, for which a gentile is prohibited
explicitly by Torah.
A less-restrictive role, which I call “Role 2” in the chart, is where we follow his/her advice because
someone else appointed him/her to have control over us.
A yet less-restrictive role, which I call “Role 3” in the chart, is where we follow his/her advice because
we ourselves previously appointed him/her to judge us.
A yet less-restrictive role, which I call “Role 4” in the chart, is where we follow his/her advice because
we respect him/her, without him/her being appointed to have control over us.
The least restrictive role, which I call “Role 5” in the chart, is where we follow his/her advice because
we agree with his/her advice, without him/her having control over us.
Roles rishonim consider possibly permissible
Some rishonim cited herein ask a kashia: How can there be a rule prohitting a woman from serving as a
judge if the Prophet Devorah (in the words of Shoftim 4:3-4) “judged Bnai Yisrael…and Bnai Yisrael went to
her for judgment.” (“UP$ML LAR$Y YNB HYLA WLEYW…LAR$Y TA HUP$ AYH”) The rishonim answer that perhaps Devorah was not
a judge per se, but instead only “judged” by serving in (what this article calls) Roles 2 or 3 or 4. Such an
answer by a rishon indicates that the respective rishon holds that Role 2 or 3 or 4 is at least possibly
permissible for women.
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Each role is at least as permissible for Jewish-born woman as for male convert
As mentioned above, the prohibitions against a Jewish-born woman being a boss over Jews is similar
to the prohition against a male convert being a boss over Jews, since both prohibitions are derived from the
same Torah passage.
However, for each type of leadership role, the prohibition for a male convert is the same or greater
than (but not less than) the prohibition for a Jewish-born female. That is for 2 reasons:
(1) Torah expresses the prohibition (against being king) explicitly only for a gentile and not for a woman.
(2) Talmud mentions the prohibition only for gentile-born man and not for a Jewish-born woman.
Using arrows in the chart to extrapolate what poskim hold
The chart below uses arrows to rank restrictiveness of leadership roles. A role that an arrow points to
is more restrictive than a role that the arrow points from.
Accordingly, for the woman-based role in the chart, an arrow points from Role 5 to Role 4 to indicate
that Role 4 is at least as restrictive as Role 5. And similarly for each convert-based role in the chart.
Also accordingly, for each role in the chart below, an arrow points from the box designating a Jewishborn woman in that role TO a male convert in that same role, to indicate that the prohibition against a male
convert in that role is the equally or more restrictive than against a Jewish-born woman being in that role.
Therefore, if a rishon is indicated in the chart as prohibiting a particular leadership role, then that
rishon a fortiori (i.e., kal vuchomair) would prohibit a more-restrictive role. Similarly, if a rishon is indicated in
the chart as permitting a particular role, then that rishon would a fortiori permit a less-restrictive role to be
permitted.
For example, as the chart shows, IgrosMoshe21 exemplifies a person in Role 4 as (1) an employer
over workers, (2) a rosh yeshivah over bachurim, and (3) a principal over students. IgrosMoshe asserts all
poskim, including even Rambam, would permit a male convert to assume these 3 positions because people in
these positions cannot force their will on subordinates (workers, bochurim, students), since the subordinates
can simply leave. Therefore, a fortiori IgrosMoshe must permit a Jewish-born woman to be an employer, a
rosh yeshivah or a principal.
(3) Question of whether a woman may be called “rabbi” or similar clergy title
History of women being ordained as orthodox clergy
The history of orthodox-female-ordination is described in webpage URL
https://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/hurwitz-sara (in an online encyclopedia hosted by Jewish Women’s Archive
which is a website that documents women’s stories). A summary of what that webpage explains about is
recounted as follows:
Orthodox-female-ordination was spearheaded by a woman named Sara Hurwitz, who was the first
woman to be ordained as an orthodox cleric. Hurwitz was born in South Africa in 1977. At age 12, she moved
with her family to Boca Raton Florida. Upon graduating high school, she attended seminary in Israel for one
year. She then attended Barnard College, where she founded a student-run Jewish outreach organization
and earned a BA in psychology. She then completed a 3-year program in a Jewish seminary called Drisha
Institute. While enrolled in Drisha Institute, she taught and lectured in synagogues around the country.
In 2003, she enrolled in an internship under Rabbi Avi Weiss of the Hebrew Institute of Riverdale
[HIR]. As an intern in HIR, she fulfilled rabbinical functions such as teaching, sermons, officiating at life-cycle
events, leading a women’s prayer group, answering congregants’ halakhic questions, and psychological
counseling. Yet, as a woman, she could not carry a title other than “intern”, despite HIR’s male interns being
called “assistant rabbi” and moving on to senior rabbi positions after a few years of service.
For 8 years, Hurwitz studied under Rabbi Weiss to learn to poskin (aka hora’ah). In 2009, she was
ordained by Rabbi Weiss and Rabbi Daniel Sperber with the title of MaHaRaT (acronym for Manhiga Hilchatit
Ruchanit Toranit). MaHaRaT was a title that Rabbi Weiss coined just for her. This was the first-ever orthodox
ordination of a woman.
In 2009, HaHaRaT Hurwitz and Rabbi Weiss opened Yeshivat Maharat, for teaching women and
ordaining women.
In 2010, Rabbi Weiss changed Sara Hurwitz’s title from “HaHaRaT” to (the more-rabbinic-sounding
title) “Rabba”. (“Rabba” was a title that had previously been adopted by female clergy of non-orthodox
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denominations in Israel.) This brought fresh controversy, including from some of Rabbi Weiss’s own
supporters. Because the title “Rabba” is still controversial within Orthodoxy, Yeshivat Maharat now bestows
the credential of “ordination” and leaves to the graduate the choice of clergy title. By 2021, Yeshivat Maharat
had ordained 49 Orthodox women. Those graduates have adopted the clergical titles of “Maharat”, “Rabba”,
“Rabbanit”, and “Rabbi”, and now serve in orthodox clergical roles around the world.
History of ordination and the title “rabbi”
A simpe-to-understand history of ordination is provided by website www.chabad.org in an article
entitled “What Is a Rabbi? A Brief History of Rabbinic Ordination (Semicha)” by Yehuda Shurpin
(www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/1933944/jewish/What-Is-a-Rabbi.htm). It explains the following points:
The history of the title “Rabbi” has not always been tied to the history of ordination (smicha). The first chain-ofordination started with Moshe Rabbainu, and first chain ended over 2000 years ago. A second chain-ofordination started in Hillel’s time and lasted for about 1000 years. A third chain-of ordination started in ~1538
in Tzfat and lasted about 100 years. The last chain-of-ordination, which we have now-a-days (in the words of
the article)
“although there have been a number of additional attempts at renewing the classical semicha, none of
them gained as much traction ... [apparently] in deference to the opinion that classical ordination will
only be reestablished during the messianic era. It is clear that classical semicha does not—or cannot—
exist nowadays....Despite the cessation of classical semicha, rabbis continued to be ordained
throughout the generations. This diminished form of ordination was necessary because it is forbidden
for a student to establish himself as an authority in Jewish law without his teacher’s explicit
permission…[W]hile many who use the title today are indeed qualified to give rulings and answer
questions, “rabbis” have proliferated greatly over the last century. Nowadays the title may be
used...simply as a title of respect for a person who is a teacher or has some position of authority.”
Whether a woman may adopt the title “rabbi”
I (Mitchell Rose) suggest the following 2 possible reasons why there might not be a halachic
prohibition in calling a woman “rabbi”:
1) A modern-day “rabbi”, in its most-restrictive definition, is someone authorized to poskin. And (as
explained bove), 2 respected authorities (BirkaiYosef and SeferHachinuch) believe that a woman may
poskin.
2) As I understand the www.chabad.org article above, the title “rabbi” that is used now-a-days is a
modern convention (a <300-year-old practice accepted by usage) of unknown origin, and (in its common
usage) is not limited to a posek but is instead often accepted as a title of a halachic teacher or expert. Since
halachic literature, over the last few centuries that the modern term “rabbi” has been used, did not address the
possibility of a female “rabbi”, perhaps there is no halachic basis to preclude female “rabbi”.
Whether a woman may adopt clerical titles other than “rabbi”
As explained above (in the section regarding orthodox-female-ordination), Yeshivat Maharat bestows
only the credential of “ordination” on women and leaves the choice of clergy title to the graduate. It is the
graduates themselves that have adopted the clerical titles of Maharat, Rabba and Rabbanit. These terms
(Maharat, Rabba and Rabbanit) have been coined in only the past dozen years and have no historic or
halachic basis. So these terms do not infringe on the title “rabbi” even if the term “rabbi” did preclude females.
The rationale (for permission of a woman to be called Rabba or Maharat or Rabbanit based on those
terms being different than Rabbi) would
(1) enable a woman to adopt the title “rabba” even from a non-rabbi.
(2) preclude a rabba from ordaining a man or woman to be a “rabbi”.
(3) enable a female rabba to ordain a man to be a male “rabba”.
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A Woman in history that perfromed rabbinic functions
Osnat Barzani was born in Kurdistan in 1590. She was the daughter of Rabbi Shmuel Barzani who was
dean of a yeshivah in Mosul. She married Rabbi Yakov Mizrahi who became the subsequent dean of the
yeshivah. Although Osnat never adopted the title “rabbi”, she performed rabbinic functions such as the
following: During her husband’s life, she taught yeshivah students. After her husband’s death, she became
dean of the yeshivah.

INDEX OF WHEN & WHERE EACH POSEK LIVED
Talmud completed in year 500 in Bavel
Tosfos France, compiled about 1200
Rambam (Moshe ben Maimon) died 1204, Spain & Israel & Egypt
Ramban (Moshe ben Nachman, teacher of Rashba) died 1270 Northeastern Spain & Jerusalem
Sefer Hachinuch (authorship unknown) Spain, 1200s or 1300s
Rashba (Shlomo ben Avraham ibn Aderet, teacher of Ramban & Ritva) Northeastern Spain, died 1310
Ritva (Yom Tov ben Abraham, Rashba’s student) southern Spain, died 1320
Rosh (Rabainu Ashair) Cologne Germany, died 1327
Ran (Nissim ben Reuven) Northeastern Spain, died 1376
Rivash (Isaac ben Sheshet) western Spain & Algiers, died 1408
Chida (ChaimYosefDavidAzulai ben YitzhakZerachia) wrote BirkaiYosef (commentary on YosefKaro’s
ShulchanAruch) Jerusalem, died 1806
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, Lithuania & NYC, died 1986
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CHART OF HALACHIC RESTRICTIONS ON LEADERSHIP-ROLES FOR A CONVERT & A WOMAN
(Each arrow extends from less-restrictive role to more-restrictive role)
May a CONVERT be in Role 1 (i.e., be king)?
NO according to Torah (Dvarim 17:14-15)
May a WOMAN be in Role 1 (i.e., be queen)?
No authority explicitly addresses this.
May a CONVERT be in Role 2 (i.e., we follow his advice because someone else appointed him to be boss)?
IgrosMoshe (YorehDeah chelek 2 siman 42) exemplifies Role 2 as a kashrus-mashgiach, since a mashgiach's decisions are imposed on the
community

NO according to TalmudMesechesYevamos0; Sifri1; Rambam7

May a WOMAN be in Role 2 (i.e., we follow her advice because someone else appointed her to be boss)?
IgrosMoshe (YorehDeah chelek 2 siman 42) exemplifies Role 2 as a kashrus-mashgiach, since a mashgiach's decisions are imposed on the
community

NO according to Sifri2; Rambam5; although IgrosMoshe18-20 says Rambam is minority opinion
YES according to SeferHaChinuch17

May a CONVERT be in Role 3 (i.e., we follow his advice because we previously appointed him to judge us)?

May a WOMAN be in Role 3 (i.e., we follow her advice because we previously appointed her to judge us)?
YES according to ChidushaiHaRitva10; ChidushaRamban13; ChidushaiHaRan6; RanAlHaRif4; SeferHaChinuch16;
Rosh22 per IgrosMoshe20; Tosfos per IgrosMoshe20

May a CONVERT be in Role 4 (i.e., we follow his advice because we respect him)?
IgrosMoshe21 exemplifies a person in role 4 as (1) employer, (2) rosh yeshivah, (3) principal, all of which (IgrosMoshe asserts) would be
permitted by all poskim including Rambam because this role has no shrarah

May a WOMAN be in Role 4 (i.e., we follow her advice because we respect her)?
YES according to ChidushaiHaRitva9; ChidushaiRamban11, ChidushaiHaRashba14; ChidushaiHaRan5; RanAlHaRif3

May a CONVERT in Role 5 (i.e., we follow his advice bause we agree with the advice)?

May a CONVERT be in Role 5 (i.e., we follow her advice because we agree with her advice)?
YES according to ChidushaiHaRamban12; SeferHaChinuch15

